Stylish solutions for
light & privacy control
We’re your Wellington region specialists in shutters, blinds and
screens, with years of experience to help you select from a wide
range of quality window treatments, that are custom manufactured
and installed to your specifications, for the best fit and finish.

Blinds

Custom manufactured blinds for every space
Our modern blinds come in a variety of styles with a
selection of lifting systems and devices. Choice of sun
filtering, light filtering, blocking and insulating fabrics, with
a wide range of colours and textures to suit your look and
functionality requirements at competitive prices.

Venetian

A classic in wood or aluminium

Roller

Popular, non-intrusive blinds

Roller blinds complement the style of any home, apartment
or office. They’re non-intrusive, rolling away at the top of the
frame to make rooms feel spacious and preserve your view.
Options for full privacy, partial privacy, block out and various
degrees of light filtering. Control systems from standard
chain through to full motorisation. Custom-made roller
blinds are easy to clean, durable and can be manufactured
to 3000mm wide.

Quality venetians crafted from hardwood, fauxwood or
aluminium in a range of colours are a timeless, easy to operate
style for effective control of light, privacy and airflow. Filter
harsh UV, as the slats tilt and lift. Ecowood venetian blinds
with PVC slats or aluminium venetian blinds are ideal for areas
requiring a moisture resistant blind, as they won’t warp or rot
when exposed to prolonged moisture. They won’t block your
view and are great for small or large windows, or door openings.

PerfectSheer™

Horizonal fabric vanes for light control

Thermacell

Warm up your home

An insulating blind with a honeycomb construction, traps a
layer of air reducing the transfer of heat and creating a barrier
between the exterior and interior of your home to provide
superior energy efficiency and reduce heating costs. Blinds fit
tightly into the window or door jamb to enhance their insulating
and darkening properties with minimal visual impact on your
window when lifted. A wide range of colours, fabrics and
operating systems.
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This blind diffuses or redirects light from outside, with sheer
fabric facings and gently curved, horizontal vanes. Double
layered fabric of either light filtering or room darkening fabrics,
combined with an alternating sheer panel that is woven into
the fabric. Operated by a continuous cord to lower and raise
the blind, as well as positioning the vanes. Finished with a
compact headrail. Range of colours and suitable for both
inside and outside frame mounting.

Talk to us about window
treatments that are safer
for kids and pets.

Contact us for a FREE consultation,
measure & no-obligation quote.

Contemporary Shutters
Add effortless style with interior shutters

Curtain Styles
Panel Curtains

Vertical fabric panel curtains for the minimalist

Our shutters are manufactured to fit perfectly and create
lasting elegance in any room. Shutters are low maintenance
with simple to adjust louvres with folding, fixed or sliding
options, making them ideal for windows, doorways or as room
dividers. Choose from woods, composites and aluminium with
blade and tiltbar options.

Outdoor

Create private, wind free & low maintenance outdoor
spaces with exterior aluminium shutters & screens

Chic fabric panels with a unique clip construction system
ensures that the soft panels have no visible stitching and that
there is no gap between panels when closed. They easily
slide to the side and stack tidily behind each other in the open
position. Their minimalist look, flexible stacking positions
and ‘Child Safe’ wand operation make them ideal for larger
windows, doorways or as a room divider, without the need for
bottom tracks. Range of fabrics, colours, textures and designs.

Louvre Curtains

Versatility with vertical fabric louvres

Easy-care, powder coated aluminium shutters and screens
are designed to be hard wearing for exterior use. Create
cost effective outdoor living areas or building screens where
privacy, security or protection from wind and sun are required.

Business, Commercial
& Residential Project Work
We work closely with group builders and
businesses to provide all options from our
wide range of blinds, shutters and screens for
residential and commercial projects of any size.
Call us to discuss your project.

Blinds Starter Package

Designing a new home or renovating?
Get a head start on window treatments with our
‘Blinds Starter Package’. We’ll help you select the
best blinds for your home and quote off plans,
so that you will have blinds installed for essential
privacy and light control, ready for you to move in.
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A practical window treatment with vertical fabric louvres that
rotate up to 180 degrees. Louvre blinds give you access to
doors, as they stack back fully or partially, and are especially
suited to large windows and sliding doors. Each louvre is
finished with bottom weights and the blind is easily operated
using a PVC ‘Child Safe’ wand, making these an ideal option
where child and pet safety is a requirement. Variety of track
colours and an extensive range of fabrics to match your décor.

SmartDrape™

Walkthrough, dual purpose vertical fabric
vanes with sheers

A unique, unimpeded construction allows you to walk through,
even when the shade is closed. SmartDrape is a series of
individual fabric vanes, suspended in sheer fabric to create
a floating effect. Close the blind and it becomes completely
solid or open the louvres and transition to a sheer effect,
and all the options in between. Has the appearance of a
curtain without the bulk, but with the easy control of a blind.
Provides excellent value over purchasing solid and sheer
curtains separately.

Contact us for a FREE consultation,
measure & no-obligation quote.

